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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA,,
\ IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

5
[PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA) Case No. BA450599

Plaintiff, ) PEOPLE'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S
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n DAYSTAR PETARION, } NEXT COURT DATE: April 10,2023
» : ) DEPT: 132
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6
, TO THE HONORABLE JUDGE HERRIFORD OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT,v

|THE DEFENDANT AND HIS ATTORNEYS OF RECORD, PLEASE TAKE NOTICE:i
, PLEASE TAKE NOTICE thatthe People wil move this court to deny the defense\

| motion for ne ial. The People’s opposition is based on the atached Memorandum of Points
na Avthoiis, at leings and any ther evidence fed withthe cou, the cour’ own
[rors together with any othr evidence or lav the Pople introduce t the hearing on the
[motion
Dated this 6th dayof April 2023 Respectfully Submitted,

u GEORGE GASCON
2 DISTR EY

2 By:
EXANDER BOTT
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

! L
4

INTRODUCTION

: In this memorandum, the defendant's motion fora new trial pursuant to Penal Code

© | section 1181(5) is under consideration. The defendants brief is replete with colorful thetoric

| and conclusory statements, but it lacs substance. Despite being nearly 80 pags long, the

© | defendant has faite to citea single instanceof ecror inthe ial court Therefore, this motion

| shouldbe denied.
“ As the court is aware, the right t0 a far trial is a comerstoneofour justice system.

"| However, a motion for a new ral must be based on substantial legal grounds and supported by

| evidence. itis nota vehicle fora iigant to rargue their case or to make vague and unsupported

"| aegations.

" “This memorandum will demonstrate that the defendant's motion fora new trial is without

"| merit and shouldbedenied. 1 wil analyze the relevant egal authority, examine the evidence

"| presented at trial, and demonstrat tht the defendant has filed to meet thir burden of proof.

| Uttimately, tis court should deny the defendant's motion and uphold the integsityofthe rial

process.
ww
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” FACTS AND PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

! On July 12, 2020, at approximately 4:30 in the morning, the defendant fired five rounds
| from a semi-automatic handgun at Victim Megan Pete (“the victim"), causing her to sustai

2 |gunshot wounds to both feet that required surgery to repair. |

* The incident took place after a party in the Hollywood Hills hosted by celebrity

25 | personality Kylie Jenner, which was attended by the victim, the defendant, and the victim’;
26| assistant and best friend, Kelsey Harris. At the time, the victim and the defendant were friends
27 | witha brief romantic history.
* The victim, the defendant, and Ms. Harris left the party together in a Cadillac Escalad

driven by the defendant's security guard and driver, Jauquan Smith. While in the car, a
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1 [argument ensued between the victim and the defendant. Ms. Haris intervened onbehalf of the
2 | victim, accusing the defendantof disrespecting her, which led the defendant to threaten Ms.

5 | Haris, stating he would “shoot her," as he reached towards the center console as if to grat
4 [something
Q “The argument escalated, and Mr. Smith pulled the car over on a residential road in th

| ottywood Hits so the victim and Ms. Haris could get out. The victim and Ms. Haris exit
the vehicle on the passenger side. As the victim was walking away fiom th ca, the defendan
produced a semi-automatic handgun, yelled out, “Dance, bitch!” and fired five rounds at U

® | victim, striking her inboth feet. Injured, the victim crawled to the driveway ofa nearby house.

B The defendant approached the victim in the driveway, apologized for his actions, a

1 [begged her not to say anything. He convinced the victim to get back in the car. Ms. Haris

11 {confronted the defendant for shooting at the victim, causing the defendant to physically assaul
12 | Ms. Harris. He grabbed her by the throat and pulled her by the hair before calming down again.
i» Everyone got back in the car. The defendant sat in the front passenger seat, the victim sat
1+ [in backseat on the passenger side, and Ms. Harris sat in the backseat on the driver side. Ths
+ | vietim was bleeding profusely from her injuries. Witness Harris quickly sent a text message i
o | he vies security guard, Justin Edison, stating, “Help. Tory shot Meg. 911.”
. A resident from the sceneof the shooting reported the incident to the police, including

description of the car and license plate number. Officers located the car traveling in the rca of
"| Hollywood Boulevard and La Brea Avenue and conducted a felony traffic stop.
° Before officers approached the car, the defendant begged the victim and Ms. Harris t
20 | keep quiet and offered them each a bribe of a million dollars, which they summarily rejected,

21 |The defendant also attempted to bribe Ms. Harris a second time shortly afer the incident, whi
2 |was also rejected.
» Officers ordered the parties out of the car and conducted a search, during which they
24 |recovered a semi-automatic handgun on the front passenger floorboard, where the defendant was
4s sitting, that was war to the touch. Several cartridge cases were recovered from the shootin
4 [scene that matched th firearm recovered from the vehicle.
) “The victim initially told officers that she sustained the injuries to her feet by stepping or

glass. She was in shock, scared, and embarrassed about what happened. Four days later, on |

| removed from the excitementofthe situation and with a clear head, she told the truth about what [
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1 | happened. The defendant and Ms. Harris never made a statement 10 the police. Mr. Smith sai
2 only that he didn’t see or hear anything
3 DNA testing was conducted on the recovered firearm, but the results were inconclusive
+ |Gunshot residue tests were performed on all the occupants except for the victim, who wi
«| transferred by ambulance to Cedars-Sinai medical center. The defendant and Ms. Harris wer

[both positive for gunshot residue, while the driver, Mr. Smith, was negative.
3 The defendant was arrested for possession of a concealed weapon during the ongoing

investigation into the shooting that occurred less than five hours earlier. While in detention, h
* | made a jail call to Ms. Harris in which he expressed deep remorse for his actions, admitting that
© [he “made a mistake” that he “can’t take back” He acknowledged that he was “just so fuckin
10 | drunk” and that the victim may never speak to him again.

n On December 23, 2022,a jury convicted the defendant in Count 1of a violation of Penal

12 | Code section 245(b), assault with a semi-automatic firearm; in Count 2of a violationofPenal
13 | Code section 25400(a)(1), havinga concealed firearm in a vehicle; and in Count 3 ofa violation
14 {of Penal Code section 246.3(a), dischargeof a firearm with gross negligence. The jury also

15 | found the allegation to Count 1 and Count 3, thatthe defendant personally used a firearm during

16 the commissionof the offense within the meaning of Penal Code section 12022.5(a) to be true,

17 |and the allegation to Count 1, tha the defendant personally inflicted great bodily injury within
15 the meaning of Penal Code section 12022.7(a), to be true.
ww

» nL.
2 ARGUMENT
2 A. GENERAL STANDARD
» The defendant has filed a motion for a new trial under Penal Code section 1181,
24 | following a guilty verdict. According to People v. Guerra (37 Cal. 4th 1067, 1159 (2006), the

25 rial court may grant such a motion only if the defendant can demonstrate a reversible error or

26 [other defect. The court has broad discretion in ruling on the motion, and there is a strong.
27 {presumption that it wil properly exercise its discretion, as stated in People v. Davis (10 Cal. 4th
»
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1 |463, 529, (1995), with the determinationof the motion being subject to review only ifa

"| manifest and unmistakable buseofdiscretion is evident.

3 Penal Code section 1181 specifies the grounds on which a new trial may be granted, as

4 |per People v. Guerra (347 Cal. 4th 1070, 1159). Nonetheless, in exceptional cases, a motion

5 |may be granted on other constitutional grounds, according to People v. Knoller (41 Cal. dth 139,

© {158 (2007). However, regardlessof whether the grounds are statutory or constitutional, the

7 | defendant can only be grantedreliefon the grounds raised in their motion, as mentioned in
8 |People v. Masott (163 Cal. App. 4th 504, 508 (3d Dist. 2008). In this case, the defendant's
9 | motion fora new trial is based on the grounds enumerated in Penal Code section 1181(5).
0

n B. DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR A NEW TRIAL SHOULD BE DENIED

2 ‘The defendant has failed to demonstrate any error by the trial court in support ofits

13 |motion for a new trial. The defendant’ claimsoferror are addressed below, and cach should be

14 | rejected by this Court
1 a. The Court Properly Admitted People’s Exhibit 414

‘The defendant argues that the Court erred in admitting People’s Exhibit 41A on three

17 | grounds. First, the defendant claims that the People violated their statutory discovery obligation

18 [by failing to timely tum over the reply from the defendant's verified Instagram account

19 | contained in the exhibit. Second, the defendant argues that the reply from the defendant's

20 | verified Instagram account was inadmissible. Third, the defendant contends that the exhibit of
21 [the post also contained inadmissible hearsay. However, the Court correctly admitted the exhibit,
22 |and the defendant's arguments are without merit

» “The Instagram post at issue in Exhibit 40A was published by “TheShadcRoom™

2 | Instagram account on September 25, 2020 and discussed in the news. The defendant's verified

25 | Instagram account posted a response to a comment by user “spliffkaay_ claiming that “People

26| saying Kelsey shot [Megan]" to which the defendant's account replied, “that’s not true.” His
n
»
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1 | reply was discussed in the news. ! The reply from the defendant's account became relevant at

2 ral when the defense sated its theory ofthe case that Kelsey Harris shot th victim.

3 During tial, Detective Warren Eberhardt investigated the Instagram post to lay
4 [foundation for is admissibility, and both parties briefed and argued the issue duringa motion in

5 [limine.? (Dee. 15,2022 Tr. at 78). The Court ruled that the evidence was admissible based on

6 [the case law cited by the People and the Court, at which point it gave the defense an opportunity
7 |t0 be heard further. The defendant maintained its objection to the admissibility of the Exhibit but

8 | never askedfor a continuance or for late discovery instruction on this issue. The failure to ask
9| for a continuance is particularly important considering that the defendant now claims the
10. [response was purportedly authored by his social media manager, Joshua Farias. However,
11 [assuming the declaration by Mr. Farias is factually accurate, the defense had ample opportunity

12 | to call him as a witness with reasonable diligence and could have asked forabrief continuance i

13 [order to produce him,if necessary.
" “The defendant now contends that the People violated their disclosure obligations under
15. [section 1054.1 with respect to Exhibit 40A. This argument is without merit, as the discovery
16 | was already in the possessionofthe defense on September 25, 2020, when the defendant’s own
17| verified account commented on the Instagram post. The defendant is essentially complaining
15 {about late disclosureofinformation that was already under his agency and control for over two

9| years.
» In People v. Williams, 49 Cal. 4th 405 (2010), the California Supreme Court held that
21 there was no discovery violation because the defendant should have known about the evidence.
22 |The court noted that the defendant was awareofthe circumstances surroundingthe evidence, ang
25 that he could have easily discovered it himself. The California Supreme Court reached similar
u
us| -

| i opiecomenstonaneedemsrms msgsslobinborn ctuate

n
The People asked Deccive Warten Eberhard investigate the Instagram posta isu on December 13, 2022.

25 [Dec 15, 2022 Tr. a1 30). The defense was made waof the investigation, both pate brifed the sue, and it
was formally Ligated on December 15, 2022. (Dee. 15, 2022 Te. a 78) Thus, he investigation ito the Ingram
ost and ts disclosure were made contemporaneous.

.



1 | holdings in People v. Lewis, 25 Cal 4th 610 (2001) and People v. Brown, 198 Cal. App 4th 1102
22011). In People v. Morrison, 34 Calth 698 (2004), the Court addressed the issueof Brady

3 [evidence. The defendant argued that the People violated theirdisclosure obligations under
4 |section 1054.1 by failing to tum over relevant evidence regarding motive, etc. However, the
5 | court held that there was no violation because the defendant's contentions were based on
© | information that was known or available to him at tial. The court further held that when
7 [information is fully available to a defendant at the timeoftrial, and thedefendant'sonly reason

| for not obtaining and presenting the evidence to the courtis his lackofreasonable diligence, the

© | defendant has no Brady claim.
lJ In the present case, the defendant is not entitled to claim a discovery violation because he}
11 |knew or should have known about the reply from his own Instagram account. Moreover, the
12 information was disclosed to the defendant once the People became awareofit. Therefore, the

13 | Court properly admitted People’s Exhibit 414, and the defendant's arguments to the contrary are
1 |meritless.
is ‘The Morrison Court also addressed the issueof “newly discovered evidence,” citing
16 | United States v. Slocum (11th Cir. 1983) 708 F.2d 587, stating that newly discovered evidence
17 |does not warrant a new trial unless, inter alia, the evidence is discovered following rial, and the
15 [movant demonstrates due diligence to discover the evidence prior to trial. To the extent that the
19 | defendant frames the declaration of Mr. Farias as an issue of newly discovered evidence, the
20 | argument fails because he failed to make these requisite showings.”
n Evenif there was an actionable delay in disclosure, which the People do not concede,
2 [exclusion is not the remedy. Penal Code section 1054.5 subdivision (c) provides that exclusion |
2 [ofprosecution evidence should bea last-resort sanction, and all other sanctions must be
24 | exhausted before the court may prohibit the testimony ofa witness as a discovery order sanction.
25 | The defendant has the burden to prove that a continuance is not an adequate remedy for a

ees
27 |" Before ial cour, in ts discretion, may properly grantanew tialon ground ofnewly discovered evidence, it must

appear(1) that evidence, and not merely its materiality is newly discovered, (2)that evidence is not cumulative
25 |mely, (3) that evidence is such as 0 render diffrent rsul probable on rtialofcause, (4) tht party could not

with reasonable diligence have discovered and produced i a tia, and () ha these facts ar shown by best
evidenceofwhich cascadmits. (People v. Cua (App. 1Dist. 2011) 119 Cal Rpir 34 391).
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1 | prosecution discovery violation. “Iti the defendant’s burden to show that the failure to timely

>| comply with any discovery order is prejudicial, and that a continuance would not have cured the

3 harm.” (People v. Pinholster 1 Cal 4th 865, 941 (1992); overruled on different grounds in

| People v. Williams 49 Cal. 4th 405 (2010).
s “There are numerous cases upholding the remedyofcontinuance as preferable to

© | exclusionof evidence for an inadvertent or unintentional discovery violation. Except for cases
7 | of intentional destruction of prosecution evidence, there are virtually no cases in which an

& [appellate court has determined that exclusion of prosecution evidence, instead ofa continuance,
9 [is the appropriate remedyfor a prosecution discovery violation. That is especially true here,

10. |where the defendant could have easily produced the testimonyofhis social media manager
1 |during the trial.
2 Although the People have addressed the meritsofthe defendant’s arguments under the

13 |discovery statute, the defendant also waived the issue by failing to object at tral. (Dec. 15, 2022

14 |Tr. at 78); (Dec. 20,2022 Tr. at 135). Under California law, the failure ofa defendant to make a

15. {timely objection at trial to an alleged error or irregularity constitutes a waiverof the objection,
16. {unless the defendant can demonstrate good cause for the failure to object (Evidence Code section|

17 |353(@)). This rule is commonly referred to as the “waiver rule” or the “forfeiture rule.”

" “The purposeofthe waiver rule is to encourage parties to bring errors or irregularities to

19 {the attentionof the trial court in timely manner, so that the court may address and correct them
20|if possible. This helps to avoid unnecessary appeals and to ensurea fair and efficient trial
21 | process. (See, People v. Williams (1997) 16 Ca 4" 153; see also, People v. Mitcham, Cal.4th at
2 |pp. 1050-1051). Obviously, that purpose can be served onlyifthe defendant is required to, and
2 |does, raise any objection before the jury retires. (Williams, 16 Ca4™ 153).
% In People v. Blackburn, 45 Cal. 3d 1145 (1988), the defendant argued that the.

2 | prosecution violated their duty to disclose exculpatory evidence by failing to produce certain

26| police reports until shortly before trial. However, the California Supreme Court held that the

27 | defendant waived the issue by failing to object to the late productionofthe reports or to request a
=
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1 | continuance to review them. The court noted that a party who fails to object to late discovery

2 | may be deemed to have waived any claim ofprejudice resulting from the late production

3 Similarly, in People v. Pride, 3 Cal. App. Sth 680 (2016), the defendant argued that the

4 | trial court erred in allowing the prosecution to introduce evidenceof prior uncharged acts

5 | because the prosecution failed to provide sufficient noticeofthe evidence. However, the

© | California Court of Appeal held that the defendant waived the issuc by failing to object to the

7 {evidence at tial or to request a continuance to review it

5 ‘That the defendant objects now in his Motion for New Trial does not remedy his error in

9 | failing to object at trial. In People v. Romero (1994) § Cal.4th 728, the defendant argued that the

10 rial court's admissionofcertain evidence was erroneous, even though he did not object to the

11 [evidence at trial. The defendant claimed that he had preserved the issue for appeal by raising the

12 issue in his motion for new trial. The California Supreme Court rejected the defendant's

13 | argument, holding that he had waived the issue by failing to object at tral. The court noted that

14 |“a motion for new trial may not be used as a substitute for a timely objection” and that “a party |

15 | cannot avoid the forfeiture ofa claimoferror by raising the issue for the first time in a motion

6 for new trial.”

” Based on the case law regarding waiverofobjections to late discovery, the defendant in

18 | the present case waived his objection by failing to object on grounds of late production of
19 fevidence.
x ‘The defendant next argues that the Court erred in admitting Exhibit 404, which contain

21" [an Instagram post, on the groundsofinsufficient foundation and hearsay. However, the People

2 [had already litigated the issue of foundation duringa previous motion in limine, and the Court

2 [correctly ruled that if the People establish the requisite foundation, any objections go to the

24 | weightof the evidence rather than its admissibility. Moreover, the defendant failed to cite any

25 | new cases to support its position, and the Court properly ruled on the issuc at trial. (Dec. 15,

2 [2022 Tr. at 79).
n ‘The defendant's arguments regarding other statements contained in Exhibit 40A being
2 | hearsay are without merit, as the only statement offered for the truthof the matter asserted was

5



1 | the comment from the defendant's verified Instagram account. The defendant's conclusory

>| Statements about other statements being used for the truthof the matter asserted lack support in

5 [the tial transeript.

EB Additionally, the defendant's failure to object to Exhibit 40A on hearsay grounds waived

5 [the issue, pursuant to the long-standing rule that “incompetent hearsay admitted without

6 | objection is sufficient to sustain a finding or judgment.” (People v. Baker, 204 Cal. App dth

7 [1234,1241 (2012), citing Gallagher v. Connell, 123 Cal App.4th 1260, 1268 (2004). The

8|Gallagher court explained that an objection that the evidence is “not admissible” or “not

9 |competent” is too general to include the objection it calls for hearsay. Asa result, a party must

10 | specifically object to evidence on hearsay grounds to preserve the issue for appeal (Gallagher,

11 [123 Cal. App.dth at 1267; see also People v. Seijas, 36 Cal. 4th 291 (2005) the California
12 |Supreme Court held that the defendant waived any objection to the evidence by failing to object
13 |on hearsay grounds at trial].

" Evenif the Court erred in admitting Exhibit 40A, the error was harmless. The harmless

15 | error standard applies to determine whether errors or irregularities during tral require a new trial.

16. |An error in the admission of evidence is harmless ifit is not reasonably probable that the jury

17 |would have reached a different verdictif the evidence had been excluded. (People v. Gonzales,
18 {126 Cal. App.ath 1539 (2005). In his case, the evidenceof the defendant's guilt was

19 { overwhelming, with multiple eyewitnesses identifying him as the shooter, the gun used in the

20 | assault found at his feet, and recorded apologies for the shooting. In contrast, Exhibit 40A was a

21 {relatively insignificant picceofevidence, and it is not reasonable to conclude that the jury would

2 [have reached a different verdict ifthe evidence had been excluded.
5
u b. Evidence of Defendant's Statement Regarding Probation Was Properly
" Admitted

2% ‘The defendant argues that the victim's testimony regarding the defendant's statement,

27 | “please don’t say anything because I'm on probation,” was improperly admitted at trial sinc it s|

25 [false and prejudicial to the defendant. However, the context in which the statement was clicited
is important. It was revealed during the victim's direct examination, wherein she was asked

“0.



1 [about the things the defendant said to her right after the shooting. She testified that the defendant

>| urged her not to speak about the incident and offered her and Ms. Harts a million dollars to keep|

3 | quiet. He claimed he couldnt go to jail as he was already caught with a gun before and on

4 | probation. (Dec. 13,2022 Tr. at 23). The defendant's motive for making the statement was to

5 |manipulate the victim and Ms. Haris into keeping silent.

© ‘Thedefendant's argument fails to consider that whether or not the defendant was actually|

7 [on probation is immaterial since he said what he believed was necessary to maintain their

# silence. Thus, the court did not err in admitting this evidence at trial, and the defendant waived

9 | his issue by failing to object at trial

o In People v. Virary, (2005) 134 Cal. App.4th 1186, the Courtof Appeal held that itis the

11 | defendant's responsibility to object to evidence believed to be inadmissible. The court cannot

12 |commit error in the admissionofevidence unless a party objects, and the taskof raising,

13 | evidentiary objections i the responsibilityofcounsel. If the proffered evidence is relevant,
14 |courts will rarely exclude it sua sponte unless it i redundant or irrelevant.

i “This ruleof criminal procedure is so fundamental that even errors of “constitutional

16 stature,” such as the Sixth Amendment right to counsel issue in Virary, are waived without

17 | proper objection. Therefore, the defendant's failure to object to the victim's testimony regarding

18 [the defendant's probationary status waived and forfeited the issue.
0
0 c. The Defendant's 6 Amendment Right to Counsel Was Not Violated

a The defendant argues that the People violated his Sixth Amendment right to counsel by

2 | eliciting testimony from Kelsey Harris about defendants mentionofhis attomey, Shawn Holley,
25 in his attempt to solicit a bribe. However, this claim is inaccurate, misleading, and unethical.
24 | The defendant attempts to shift the blame onto the People for an issu he created himself.

» Furthermore, the defendant's claims regarding Holley’s withdrawal from representing
46 |im—without a supporting declaration from Holley—are false and an intentional

| misrepresentation to the court. Ina eter submitted tothe court on January 10, 2023 (atached as |

Js |Exhibit A) Holley explained that her absence from the defendant's tial was due to her

a



1 | engagement in an out-of-state arbitration and not elated to the defendants claims. The
2" | defendant's claim is therefore a fraud upon the court. The court should reject this claim.

3 Additionally, the defendant's claims under the Sixth Amendment are waived and
+ | forfeited because he failed to object to the evidence at tial, did not seck (0 exclude it during a

| motion in limine, and did not object when the evidence was presented during Harris's testimony.
| (see People v. Virary, 134 Cal. Appt 156 2005),

, d. The Admission of DNA Evidence Was Proper
s
\ The defendant's claim that the admission of DNA evidence in this case was “unduly

| prefudicia” and resuted in miscarriage ofjustice is baseless and perplexing, given that the
defendant himself sought the admissionof this exact same evidence at trial. In fact, the defense

"| only objected to a single question as argumentative during the testimonyof the People’s DNA
12 | expert, and that objection was overruled by the court. The defendant failed to object to any of
13 | the expert's findings, conclusions, or methodology, cither during the testimony or in a motion in

#4 | limine before the trial. (Dec. 15,2022 Tr. at 110).
is Furthermore, the defendant's own DNA expert, Mr. Taylor, confirmed the findings and
16 | conclusions of the People’s expert, stating that they could not determine whether the defendants
17 |DNA was present on the gun. The defendant called Mr. Taylor to largely parrot the testimony of| |
1s |the People’s expert, indicating that he wanted the jury to hear this testimony. (See Dec. 16, 2022, |

| Tea 136-161). However, the defendant now attempts to claim that the evidence was
| inadmissible and should not havebeen presented to the jury.

“The testimony was relevant and admissible, and the fact that the defendant failed to
| object at tral waives any defect on appeal. (People v. Fudge, 7 Cal. 4th 1075 (1994) [The

2 | California Supreme Court held that the failure to object to evidence on a particular ground
2 | waives the issue on appeal]; United States v. Olano, 507 U.S. 725 (1993) [The Supreme Court

24 |held that the waiver rule applies to claimsoferror based on the admission of evidence). As
25 already discussed, where alleged inadmissible evidence is offered, the objecting party must
26 |specifically stat the groundsof the objection and direct the objection to the evidence they seck
27 |t0 exclude. Gallagher v. Connell, 123 Cal App.dth 1260, 1268 (2004). Therefore, the
4s |defendant's claim is without merit and forfeited by his failure to object

a



' c. The Admission ofa Photograph of Defendant's Tattoos and Questions
Ll Regarding the Tattoo of Defense Character Witness Was Proper

: ‘The defendant’s claim that the court erred in admitting Exhibit 18, a shirtless photograph

| ofthe defendant showing his tattoos, and questions to defense character witness Eric Culberson
| about oneofthe defendant's tattoos, lacks merit

o The admissionofthe photograph was relevant for several reasons, such as to compare thel
5 | witness's descriptionofthe parties’ appearance with their actual appearance, and to determine
4 |who was swabbed for gunshot residue by membersofthe Los Angeles Police Department. The

| cour conducted an Evidence Code section 352 balancing test and correctly admitted the exhibit
o.[over the defendants bjection on prejudice rounds.

“The subsequent questioningofCulberson by the People about the gun tattoo was proper
"| impeachment evidence ofhis testimony regarding the defendant's character relating to guns on
"2 | direct examination. In California, a party in a criminal trial may seek to impeach a character

13 | witness by introducing evidenceof specific instances of conduct that are inconsistent with the

14 |character trait for which the witness testified. (People v. Wheeler, 4 Cal 4th 284 (1992). In
15. | People v. Solis, 32Cal. App. 5th 722 (2019), the defendant called a character witness to testify to
16 his good character for nonviolence, and the People sought to impeach the witness with evidence
17 |ofprior actsofviolence committed by the defendant. The court held that the evidence was
1s |admissible for specific acts impeachment because it was relevant to the issueofthe witness's

| eredibility. Therefor, the People’s question to Culberson regarding the defendants gun tattoo
1. |was proper and consistent with California law on impeachment evidence.

The defendant's attempt to frame the impeachment of Mr. Culberson as an Evidence
*! |Code section 352.2/Assembly Bll 2799 issue fails for obvious reasons. The guestion was [
2|fesigned to impeach the witness and was not used to show the defendant's bad character or that
3 |he committed the charged crimes. Evenifthis was an Evidence Code section 352.2 issue, which |

24 itis not, the claim would stil fail.
2 Evidence Code section 352.2/AB 2799 prohibits the use ofa defendant’ or witness's
26 | “creativity, poetry, or other forms of artistic expression” as evidence in criminal trial to prove
27 [the commission of acrime or the intent to commit a crime. Cases like People v. Banks, (2021)
4s |65 Cal App.Sth 767, discuss the law in the context of rap lyrics, but none of the cases cited by

the defendant hold that tattoos are included in the law. The law only pertains to a defendants or

"



1 | witness's “creativity, poetry, or other forms of artistic expression,” but it does not include tattoos
2 | within is scope. Therefore, the defendant is asking the court to act as the legislature and

5 |improperly expand the scopeofthe law to include tattoos, which it docs not.
. “The defendant also claims that the court improperly admitted evidenceofthe defendant's

[ap tyries in violationof the same law during the victim's testimony. However, this testimony
| was property admitted as it was relevant to the vietm’s credibility and th tragic cost toher of

“speaking her truth” about wha the defendant did to her. Victim credibility is always relevant in
"| a criminal tial, People v. Danis, 46 Cal. th 539 (2009), and Evidence Code section 352.2 does
® | not apply because the testimony was not elicited to show the defendant committed the crime or

® {intended to commit the crime,
° Any claimof error with respect to the defendant's claims based on Evidence Code

11 [section 352.2 is waived based on the numerous cases already cited because the defendant failed
12 [to object. Any error is also harmless because Exhibit 18 was already published to the jury durin
13 testimony about swabbing for gunshot residue.

“
is £. The Court Did not “Chill” the Defendant’s Right to Testify

The Court's inquiry into the People’s intended impeachment evidence was appropriate
17 |and in line with ts duty to ensurea fair trial. (See Dec. 20,2022 Tr. at 124-127). The Court did
1s | not preclude the defendant from testifying or limit his right to testify, but rather indicated that
1 [any questioning would be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and must be relevant to this case.*

| The defendant’ argument that the Court hile his right to testify is unsupported by the record
[ma ils 0 recognize the Court's esponsibility to ensure fi ia foral pate.

= g& The Court Did Not Violate Defendant's Rights Under the Confrontation
» Clause

‘The defendant's claim that his right to confront and cross-examine Kelsey Harris was.

25 | violated by the People’s admissionof the September 2020 interview with Ms. Harris is
2 |unfounded and contradicts the holding in Crawford v. Washington, 541 U.S. 36 (2004). The

ol
26 |The Court specifically stated, “Wel, the best can el youa this point is i your lent estes, ll ave to ake it

on acase-by-case basis. Bu, essentially. anything pertaining 0 this case, obviously, is fair game. If it pertains to |
Some other incident, maybe its. Maybe t sn. It depends.” (Dec. 20, 2022 Tr. at 127),



1 |Confrontation Clause of the Sixth Amendment requires that a defendant be given the opportunity
2" [to confront the witnesses against them. However, Crawford specifically addressed the

+ | admissibilityof hearsay statements made by a witness who did not testify at trial. The Crawford
+ | decision does not apply when the witness testifies at trial and is subject to cross-cxamination by

{the defense. Kelsey Harris testified and was extensively cross-examined by the defendant, so his
| ctaim under Cranford s without merit

, Furthermore, the court properly allowed the People to play the entire taped interview
because the defendant suggested during his cross-examinationof Ms. Harris that the People

* | acted unethically by pressuring her into lying when she gave her September 2020 statement.

© | This issue is similar to the one presented in People v. Ruiz, 44 Cal.dth 981 (2008). In that case,

10" | the defendant implicd that the People had engaged in misconduct during his cross-cxamination
11 |ofa government witness. In response, the prosecutor sought to introduce a tape recording ofa
12 | conversation between the defendant and an informant, which had been previously excluded from
13 |evidence. The defendant objected, but the court allowed the recording to be played, finding that
1+ [the defendant had opened the door to its admission by implying that the People had acted
1s |unethically. “The recording provided context for the defendant's comments and allowed the jury
oto evaluate the credibility ofthe defendants claims.

Similarly, in United States v. Skilling, 554 F.3d 529 (5th Cir. 2009), the cout held that a
"| defendant can “open the door” to the admission ofevidence by making statements that suggest
*% |misconduct by the prosecution. In such cases, the court may allow the admissionofevidence
** | that would otherwise be excluded in order to provide context or rebut the defendant's claims.

» In this case, the defendant's suggestion ofmisconduct by the People opened the door for

21 [the entire September 2020 interview to be admitted into evidence, and the court properly allowed]
2 |i. Therefore, the defendants claim that his right to confront and cross-examine Ms. Harris was
25 |violated should be rejected.
u
5 w.
; CONCLUSION
» In conclusion, afer careful reviewofthe defendant's motion for new tral and the
4s | relevant legal authorities, the People respectfully request that the court deny the motion pursuant

to Penal Code section 1181. The evidence presented at tial was properly admitted, and the

as



1 | defendant's claimsoferrors and violations ofhis constitutional rights are without merit, The
2" verdict reached by the jury was based on credibleevidenceand was supported by the lav.
3 |Therefore, the People respectfully urge the court to uphold the jury's verdict and deny the
4 | defendant's motion for new trial.
s
6 | Dated this 6” day of April 2023. Respectfully Submitted,
3 GEORGE GASCON

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
s

» ALEXANDER BOTT
KATHY TA

! DEPUTY DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
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| Shawn Holey
Parner
Droct Dia: (3101 3669522

SEA WETIA 60 KOMP <OULEY Ovectfox: (310) 5669973
Eo: oseyakow com

January 10,2023

HAND DELIVERED & FACSIMILE

Hon. David Herriford- Dept. 132
CLARA SHORTRIDGE FOLTZ
CRIMINAL JUSTICE CENTER
210 W. Temple Street
Los Angeles, CA 90012

F: (442) 247-3870

Re: People v. Daystar Peterson/Case Number BA490599

Judge Herriford,

As the Court is aware, I id not appear at Mr. Peterson’s trial duc to my engagement in an
arbitration outoftate which began in May and did not conclude until December 16, 2022.
Mr. Peterson understood and agreed that George Mgdesyan would represent him at tial and that
Twould not

1am advised that attomey David Kenner has now been retained to substitute in as counsel
for Mr. Peterson. Though it may not be necessary for me to do so under these unique
circumstances, I thought it important to advise the Court that have no objection to the
substitution and hereby offer my consent thereto.

Respectfully,

Shawn Holley

ce: George Mgdesyan, Esq. (via email)
David Kenner, Esq, (via email)
Kathy Ta, Esq. (via email)
Alexander Bot, Esq. (via email)
Daystar Peterson (via U.S. mail)
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